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Abstract—We present the SimSensei system, a fully automatic
virtual agent that conducts interviews to assess indicators of
psychological distress. With this demo, we focus our attention on
the perception part of the system, a multimodal framework which
captures and analyzes user state behavior for both behavioral
understanding and interactional purposes. We will demonstrate
real-time user state sensing as a part of the SimSensei architecture and discuss how this technology enabled automatic analysis
of behaviors related to psychological distress.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Virtual humans that can develop intimacy with people are
now becoming reality. Researchers have successfully incorporated social skills (e.g., active listening, mimicry, gestures) into
virtual human systems [1], [2], [3]. Indeed, compared to their
predecessors, virtual humans with such social skills increase
feelings of connection and rapport, namely the experience of
harmony, fluidity, synchrony, and flow felt during a conversation [2]. Enhanced with these skills, virtual humans could
be particularly useful as agents in a variety of applications.
For example, a user experience can be better standardized
with virtual humans than with human beings. Recently it was
also shown that virtual humans can increase willingness to
disclose by providing a “safe” environment where participants
do not feel judged by another human interlocutor [4]. This is
particularly helpful in the case of healthcare scenarios where
disclosure of sensitive information is prominent. An automatic
system behind the virtual human brings other advantages as
well. Utilizing advances in natural language understanding, facial expression analysis and gesture recognition scientists have
the tools to analyze and quantify verbal and nonverbal behavior
exchanges during real-time interactions. This capability brings
forward new opportunities in applications where measuring
and assessing human behavior is important (for example in
healthcare scenarios [5]).
With this demonstration, we present the SimSensei system,
a fully automatic system designed to conduct semi-structured
interviews related to psychological distress [6]. In the live
demo we emphasize the perception part of the system, a

Fig. 1. SimSensei interface with visualization of live tracking. This is a side
by side view of a participant interacting with Ellie, the SimSensei agent (seen
on the right side). On the left side, we see an overlay of the live tracking
by MultiSense, the multimodal perception system used in SimSensei, on the
participant camera view. The participant’s tracked state informs the automatic
system and enhances the interaction.

multimodal framework which captures and analyzes user state
behavior for both behavioral understanding and interactional
purposes.
II. S IM S ENSEI S YSTEM OVERVIEW
SimSensei, seen in Fig.1 is a fully automatic system designed to create an engaging face-to-face interaction with a
user. It was developed as a clinical decision support tool that
would complement existing self-assessment questionnaires by
giving healthcare providers quantifiable measures of the user
behaviors that are correlated with psychological distress. As
such, the main design goals were to create an interactional
environment that allows the user to feel comfortable talking
during a semi-structured interview, so that elicited behaviors
can be automatically measured and analyzed under the specific
context.
The SimSensei system has been designed and developed
over a two year iterative process described in detail in DeVault
et al. [6]. It is implemented using a modular approach (similar
architecture seen in Hartholt et.al [7]) and its main components include a dialogue processing component (supported
by individual modules for speech recognition, language understanding and dialogue management), a nonverbal behavior

generation component for the virtual human, a rendering
engine and a multimodal perception system that analyzes
audiovisual streams in real time.
III. M ULTIMODAL P ERCEPTION S YSTEM OVERVIEW
The perception system was tailored specifically for
this application (following details in DeVault et al. [6]).
Specifically, it should serve a double purpose: i) communicate
the necessary nonverbal behavior signals to the other
components of the system so that the agent is sensitive to the
user’s nonverbal behavior, and ii) recognize automatically and
quantify the nonverbal behaviors. As an example, tracking
the smile intensity of the participant serves both of these
purposes: smile is a signal that has been tied to investigations
of depression [8] and also plays an important role in a
dyadic interaction [9]. As a basis for the perception system,
SimSensei uses the MultiSense framework, which is a flexible
system for multimodal real-time sensing. MultiSense allows
for systematic capture of different modalities, and provides a
flexible platform for real-time tracking and multimodal fusion.
MultiSense dynamically leverages the measures from current
technologies into informative signals such as smile intensity,
3D head position, intensity or lack of facial expressions like
anger, disgust and joy, speaking fraction, gaze direction etc.
As mentioned above, these informative signals serve two
purposes. First, they contribute to the indicator analysis;
constructs like affect, gesture and emotional variability and
elements of engagement can be measured by the automatic
system and inform the distress assessment. Second, they
are broadcasted to the other components of SimSensei
system using the PML standard [10] to inform the virtual
human of the state of the participant and assist with turn
taking, listening feedback, and building rapport by providing
appropriate non-verbal feedback.

IV. S YSTEM E VALUATION
First, with respect to the user experience, it was possible
to assess the rapport the users felt with the system through
self-report questionnaires in each phase. Overall the results
were promising; participants reported willingness to disclose,
willingness to recommend and general satisfaction with both
the wizard-driven and the fully AI version of the system
[4]. Also, there is no significant difference in felt rapport as
reported by the users between face-to-face interactions with
another human and the final AI system [6] (different stages
of the system and the data collected with the SimSensei
framework are described in [11]). Interestingly, participants
felt more rapport when interacting with the wizard-driven
system than they did in face-to-face interviews. This is further
explored with the fully AI system showcasing that even with
the same virtual human interface, the belief that participants
interact with a fully automatic system versus a human operator
behind the scenes increases their willingness to disclose [4].
These results suggest that automated virtual humans that can

engage participants to disclose information can help overcome
a significant barrier to obtaining truthful patient information.
Moreover, with respect to providing an environment
where informative behaviors can be elicited and analyzed
in relation with psychological distress, relevant work on
different modalities such as the verbal, audio and video (face
and body) [12], [13], [14], [15] showed that a virtual human
interaction is still rich in behaviors and information that allow
for analysis and assessment of distress via fully automatic
methods. Specifically, user state behaviors captured via the
MultiSense perception system have enabled investigation of
nonverbal behaviors of subjects with psychological disorders
(such as anxiety, depression or post-traumatic stress disorder)
replicating findings from clinical literature via automatic
analysis, for example, the display of less facial expressivity
was shown as a gender independent indicator of depression
[15] and voice quality differences between distressed and
non-distressed participants were quantified [14] in SimSensei
interactions. In the work mentioned above, indicator behaviors
captured by the system were used to automatically assess if
a participant is suffering from a psychological condition with
promising performance.
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